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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document presents a proposal to the members of the Conference of Atlantic Arc Cities 

(CAAC), in order to carry out a more active lobby, focused on the own characteristics of the 

Atlantic cities. This campaign of influence is called: Atlantic Urban Strategy. The values of 

the Atlantic Arc as a territory that wants to go "beyond" have been defined by the 

ATBRAND project. In this context, the CAAC is a network of cooperation between cities, 

based on the Atlantic Arc, with sixteen years of experience. After a process of legal and 

intellectual independence, it is today recognized as the Atlantic Urban Forum by the 

European institutions and the stakeholders of the Atlantic Area. 

The context of this document is earmarked by the opportunities defined at European level by 

the Juncker Plan (European strategic investment fund), the European urban Agenda (Riga 

Declaration and the future Dutch Presidency) and the first calls of the territorial cooperation 

programmes that circumscribe our space. 

 

However, as indicated by the XV General assembly and consistent with the values of the 

Atlantic Arc, the Atlantic cities want to go 'beyond'. Not only by strengthening the local 

dimension of the Atlantic maritime strategy but also defending the relevance of a reinforced 

cooperation initiative: the Atlantic macro-region. 

As a result, the Atlantic cities should be at the head of an Integrated Plan for the Atlantic Arc, 

with a strong urban dimension: the Atlantic Urban Strategy:  

Elements of the Atlantic Urban Strategy 

Principles 
Urban dimension, multilevel governance, territorial cooperation and 

coordination and utilization of the specific potential of the Atlantic Arc . 

Basic 

Instruments  

The CAAC as: a Club, a Community, a Resource, Campaigns , Cooperation and 

Communication Center. ( six C ) 

Cross-Cutting 

Instruments 

Bottom-up perspective (lobby and European projects ) 

Universal perspective ( link of Europe with the rest of the world) 

Objectives 

1. Integrate the vision of the Atlantic cities in European policies 

2. Be exemplary in the development of the European Urban Agenda , giving it 

an Atlantic dimension 

3. Strengthen Atlantic cooperation , especially between cities 

4. Spread the quality model of the Atlantic cities 

Topics Creative Cities , Social Innovation and Green and Blue Growth  
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WHO ARE WE:  

 

 

The Conference of Atlantic Arc Cities (CAAC) was created in 2000 by the then Mayor of 

Rennes, Edmond Hervé. It has 21 members representing 275 local entities and 8 million 

inhabitants of the European Atlantic coast.  

 

Vision:  

This association is the only transnational urban network of the Atlantic Arc and the natural 

scenery of exchange, action and reflection of the cities "located in the Atlantic Arc, willing to 

participate or interested in its dynamics”. 

 

Mission:  

To be the Atlantic Urban Forum, fostering the strategic position of the Atlantic cities: 

 Defending its interests, its institutions and its citizens 

 Creating opportunities for cooperation 

 Favouring its visibility at European and international level 

Values:  

The values of the network represent the identity of the CAAC and of its members. 

Values Definition Implementation 
Atlantic Arc Atlantic geographic area Integrate the Atlantic Arc identity in the activities 

(see below) 

Cities Cities, networks of cities and local 

entities of the Atlantic Arc 

Assume the urban fact as masterful line and apply 

the principles of sustainable urban development 

Commitment Involvement of all members Active participation and tailored support 

Cooperation and 

solidarity 

Common work in Atlantic cities, 

among them and with other European 

and Atlantic actors 

Networking and European projects 

Innovation and 

creativity 

Ability to respond to future challenges Continuous learning and active listening 

Excellence and 

leadership 

Being reference cities  Development, application and visibility 

 

 

Edmond Hervé, Mayor of Rennes and Honorary President of the CAAC, 
with Patrick Anvroin, Director of CRPM. Oporto 2001. 

 

«Therefore, we, the mayors of the cities of the Atlantic Arc, share the hope 
that the first Conference of Atlantic Arc Cities, which will be held in Rennes, 
July 6

th
 and 7

th
, 2000, will be an opportunity to make a strong and visible 

signal, our mobilization, our desire to give our relationship a new impulse and 
our resolution to forge together, for mutual benefit, the future of the Atlantic 
Arc» 

Call of the first Conference - April 2000 
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The values of the Atlantic Arc have been defined through the study held by the ATBRAND1 

project (in consultation process) 

 

The idea “Unbounded” combines the spirit of adventure and discovery, which is in the DNA 

of the area with the physical and environmental benefits of being on the edge of one of the 

world’s great oceans. It reflects the vastness of the Atlantic. It also references the impression 

of greater originality and enterprise required to succeed on the periphery of Europe.  

                                                                 

1
 http://www.atbrand.eu 
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CONTEXT 

Internal 

After its separation from the CPMR in 2011, the Conference of the Atlantic Arc Cities has 

fully assumed its role as Atlantic City Forum. 

The XV General Assembly gathered in A Corunna in February 2015 decided that the Atlantic 

Urban Strategy should be translated into concrete objectives. Also, this strategy must be 

aligned with European policies, by channelling the lobby towards a greater uptake of funds. 

Better communication between the members is essential. 

 

External 

The Juncker plan 

Presented in November 2014, the Investment Plan for Europe ("Juncker plan") has completed 

a new stage. On 24 June the European Parliament adopted the rules of procedure of the 

European Fund for strategic investment, which could be operational shortly. 

 

The Investment Plan for Europe will be a package of measures to unlock public and private 

investments in the real economy of at least € 315 billion over the next three years (2015-2017). 

The Investment Plan consists of three strands: (1) mobilising investment finance without 

creating new public debt; (2) supporting projects and investments in key areas such as 

infrastructure, education, research and innovation and (3) removing sector-specific and other 

financial and non-financial barriers to investment. 

A new European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) will be set up within the EIB. 

Compared to existing structures, the Fund will have a different risk profile, provide 

additional sources of financing and will target projects delivering greater societal and 

economic value beyond the projects currently financed through the EIB or existing EU 

programmes. To establish the EFSI, a guarantee of € 16 billion will be created under the EU 

budget which will go into the Fund.  

The European strategic investment fund has identified four sectors, which are those where 

the EIB has experience in: 

1) Strategic Infrastructure: technology, transport and energy. In particular energy 

interconnections and urban development 

2) Education, research and innovation 

3) Sustainable environmental projects, increased renewable energy and efficient use of 

resources 

4) Small Business 
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THE EUROPEAN URBAN AGENDA:  

On the occasion of the 2nd Forum Cities organized by the European Commission, that has 

published the results of the consultation on the Urban Agenda, summarized in the need for: 

1) The identification of critic urban problems  

2) A map of the urban related Commission initiatives  

3) The identification of the main actors, networks and platforms 

The work orientations currently explored are: 

1) To develop the Commission’s portal on EU urban initiatives into a one-stop-shop  

2) To continue with the methodological development of Territorial Impact Assessment  

3) To continue to organise annual or biennial CITIES Forum  

4) To strengthen the internal coordination of urban initiatives  

5) Monitor and report progress of cities towards the EU objectives 

6) To contribute to the Habitat III process and the New Global Urban Agenda 

Also in June 2015, the Council of Ministers of the European Union met in Riga and approved 

a "Declaration towards an Urban Agenda». This statement reminds future EU presidencies 

that this agenda should: 

1. Recognise the diversity of urban areas,  

2. Recognise the role of small and medium-sized urban areas in territorial development  

3. Recognise the need to improve the urban dimension of European policies  

Moreover, the Declaration invites local governments to contribute actively to the 

development of an urban policy. 

The next stage is the first call for proposals for Urban Innovative Actions projects, which will 

open in November 20152. Similarly, the Dutch presidency must approve the Amsterdam 

Declaration on Urban Agenda in May 2016. 

 

TRANSNATIONAL COOPERATION 

On the other hand, the transnational cooperation in the Atlantic Arc it is framed by two 

major initiatives: INTERREG VB (ERDF of transnational cooperation) and the Atlantic 

Maritime Strategy. 

 

 

 

The three major programmes of territorial cooperation – INTERREG – overlapping in the 

Atlantic Arc present diverse levels of progress: 

                                                                 
2
 € 330 million will be provided to support innovative actions in the area of sustainable urban development (as 

set out in Article 8 of the ERDF regulation). These innovative urban actions shall include studies and pilot 

projects to test new solutions to urban challenges that are likely to grow in the coming years. 

Between 2008 and 2015, Atlantic cities have collectively participated in ten projects 

within the Atlantic Area INTERREG Programme, with a total budget exceeding 23 

million euros, funded at 65% by ERDF. 
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 The second call of the European programme of the Northwest (North Atlantic Arc ) 

has a deadline of November 30, 2015. Its priorities are innovation, low-carbon 

economy and exploitation of resources. 

 The Southwest Europe Programme (South of the Atlantic Arc) opens its first call in 

September 2015. Its priorities are to favour the transition to a low carbon economy, to 

improve the competitiveness of SMEs and to promote research, technological 

development and innovation. 

 The first call of the Atlantic area programme is expected for December 2015 (TBC). 

The announced priorities are: to stimulate innovation and competitiveness, to 

promote the efficiency of resources, to improve the response to natural, climatic and 

human risks as well as to strengthen biodiversity and cultural and natural potential. 

Result of the mobilisation of the Atlantic territories, the Atlantic Maritime Strategy today is a 

proposal from the European Commission to use a series of EU funds (territorial cooperation, 

research, environment...) and other national, local and private funds on: 

 Encouraging entrepreneurship and innovation. 

 Protecting, ensuring and improving the marine and coastal environment. 

 Improving accessibility and connectivity. 

 Creating a model of integrative and sustainable regional development. 

ENHANCED COOPERATION: THE MACRO REGION 

Atlantic territories were mobilized in 2009 in order to receive from the European institutions 

the same recognition given to the Baltic Area. Enhanced cooperation in this area, known as 

macro-region, today has spread to the Danube, the Adriatic and the Alps. However, the 

Atlantic has obtained a plan for maritime economy (the Atlantic Maritime Strategy) 

A macro-region is a European initiative that strengthens the efficiency in development plans 

of the territory, in large areas such as the Baltic or the Danube. Whereas a maritime strategy 

is enshrined in maritime policy, the macro-region allows a comprehensive geographical 

planning. 

Features: 

1) A small number of priorities (challenges) 

2) Identification and channelling o funds (European and national) to these priorities 

3) Development of large-scale projects, which combine several funds 

Benefits: 

1) A better response to Atlantic challenges as accessibility, climate change and demographic 

change 

2) Better governance, facilitating the role of cities 

3) Critical Mass in the implementation of regional development projects 

4) Consistency of actions 

5) Increased territorial, social and economic cohesion  
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ATLANTIC URBAN STRATEGY:  

ANALYSIS OF THE POSITION OF THE ATLANTIC CITIES:  

 

Principles of the Atlantic Urban Strategy  

In 2008, the Atlantic cities decided to give a new direction to their development, anticipating 

to the principles of the Europe 2020 Strategy. The “Atlantic Charter of San Sebastian” 

anticipates the need for a sophisticated strategy for the Atlantic Arc. Its fifth chapter foresees 

the proposal for a closer cooperation and coordination in our area. 

 

 

 

Thus, the mobilization of the network and its members should promote the transformation 

of the Atlantic Maritime Strategy in a full macro region. The aim is that regional, national 

and European policies should be coordinated around a full territorial approach, by applying 

fundamental principles as: 

 The urban dimension as a fundamental axis of development 

 Coordinated and active inclusion of all levels of governance 

 The territorial cooperation and joint structures created by the territories 

 The common exploitation of the potential of the Atlantic Arc 

 The coordination in the face of collective problems 

Same as the Maritime Strategy of the Adriatic Area that has evolved into a macro region, the 

Atlantic Arc has the same desire. Our area of territorial cooperation should mobilize until the 

European Council provides it with the necessary instruments to develop the ambitions of 

Strengths 

Consolidated Atlantic 
Urban Forum 

Defined themes of work 

Atlantic territorial 
brand 

Weaknesses 

Low involvement UK 

Period of transition 
between programmes 

Ongoing territorial 
reforms in the 5 

countries 

Opportunities 

Several INTERREG 
programmes 

Atlantic Maritime 
Strategy 

Macro regional strategy 
to be defined 

Threats 

Undefined European 
Urban Agenda 

Juncker Plan: national 
level 

Atlantic Strategy only 
Maritime  

Since that moment, the CAAC assumes the defence of a European Plan of Development 

for the Atlantic Arc that allows an efficient use of public and private resources and that has 

an operational urban dimension. 
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the Atlantic cities. Only then one of the most ambitious European Union principles would 

be crystallized: subsidiarity. 

Instruments of the Atlantic Urban Strategy  

Without losing their own identity, Atlantic cities strengthen their European position through 

the critical mass that they reach in a trusted network. Gathering more than 8 million 

inhabitants, the CAAC is based on the “co-opetition”: not only is a tool for cooperation but 

also for competitive differentiation. This co-opetition is organized around six basic 

instruments, the six “C’s” of the Conference: 

 To be a Club of cities 

 To be a Community both of cities and citizens 

 To be a Centre of Resources for local authorities 

 To carry out Campaigns, not only lobby but also awareness-raising campaigns 

 To develop Cooperation through projects and exchanges 

 To facilitate the Communication of the potential of the Atlantic Arc 

The Atlantic Urban Strategy is supported in other two transversal instruments: 

 An ascending perspective: the actions of lobby and the European projects arise from 

the expectations and experiences of the members, real actors of the network 

 A universal perspective: the Atlantic cities are the node that connects Europe with 

the rest of the world3.  

  

                                                                 
3
 This perspective assumes special importance in the year 2015: European Year for Development 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE ATLANTIC URBAN STRATEGY:  

Objective Actions 

1. To integrate the vision of the 
Atlantic cities in European policies 

1.1 Strengthening the role of the members of the Bureau (especially the presidency) more presence (and more 

continuous)  in Atlantic medias and in European and national forums . 

1.2 Exchanges with Member States on the Atlantic urban issues 

1.3 Proposal of an Atlantic intergroup in the European Parliament and in the Committee of the Regions 

1.4 Intensified participation in European consultations and production of own studies 

1.5 Establish and maintain strategic alliances with other networks and actors 

2. To be exemplary in the 
development of the European 
urban Agenda, giving it an Atlantic 
dimension 

2. 1 Contribute to the reflection on the European urban Agenda from the field 

2.2 Improve the knowledge of the Atlantic territory: Exchange of experiences 

2.3 Start the thematic actions of the Atlantic urban strategy fitting them into sectoral and territorial cooperation 

programmes 

2.4 Develop joint projects with rural territories and/or hinterland of the Atlantic Arc 

2.5 Provide the Atlantic Maritime Strategy with a local dimension  
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Objective Actions 

3. To strengthen Atlantic 
cooperation, especially between 
cities 

3.1 Make Atlantic cities privileged partners, identifying common challenges and creating critical mass 

3.2 Strengthen the structure of the network of Atlantic cities 

3.3 Transfer the triple helix to the diversity of the network members and partners of projects 

3.4 Promoting exchanges of citizens 

3.5 Develop the multiplier effect in the European projects 

4. To spread the model of quality of 

Atlantic cities 

4.1 Adopting the Atlantic brand developed by the ATBRAND project  

4.2 Implement the new plan of Social Media, facilitating communication at national and local levels 

4.3 Develop the "Atlantic City of the year" contest and the participation of the Atlantic cities in other competitions 

4.4 Create more content for the new communication tools 

4.5 Strengthen the bonds with the other side of the Atlantic 
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Topics of the Atlantic Urban Strategy 

The current context led cities to optimize resources and adapt their policies to the budgetary stability. For Atlantic cities today more than ever it is 

necessary to create models tailored to their idiosyncrasies, based on their own experience. Thus idea of the Atlantic city as a city that applies an 

innovative urban policy idea, which is framed in article 8 of the ERDF. 

Topic Theme Sub-item 

Creative Cities 

Sustainable Tourism 

Gastronomy and Atlantic diet 

Atlantic roads and paths  

Green tourism 

Heritage 

Calendar of Festivals 

Network of museums and Monuments 

Intangible heritage 

Creative Territories 

Street Art 

Creative industries 

Smart Cities 

Territorial Marketing 

The inventive city (innovative) 

Model of quality of life 

Update in network events and annual 

competitions 
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Topic Theme Sub-item 

Social innovation  

Context 

Social and environmental clause 

ISO 26000 

Innovation in the public Service 

Employment 

Atlantic B2B 

Youth mobility 

Entrepreneurship 

Citizenship 

Exchanges of citizens / of officials 

Non-formal education 

Demographic change 

Atlantic links (Africa-America) 

Twinning and similar cooperations 

Development of alternative markets 
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Topic Theme Sub-item 

Green and Blue Growth 

Atlantic Maritime Strategy See Atlantic Action Plan 4 

Climate change and energy 

Circular economy 

Renewable energy and energy efficiency 

Transport 

Maritime: motorways of the sea and security 

Land and air: accessibility 

Urban mobility 

Maritime economy 

Resources: biotechnology, fisheries, 

shipyard… 

Port cities 

Water Quality  

Tourism and nautical activities 

Link urban-rural 

Economy of proximity 

Green areas and biodiversity 

 

                                                                 

4
 http://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/policy/sea_basins/atlantic_ocean/index_es.htm 
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ACTION SCHEDULE 2015-2016: 

 

Actions 2015 2016 

Lobby September-December January-April May-August September-December 

Campaign for an Atlantic macro - region         

Presentation and promotion of the Atlantic Urban Strategy         

Seminar Atlantic Cities in Brussels         

New communication strategy and social networks         

Observer network: Forum Urban Development. Support  of the 
applications of member cities          

Observer network: Structured Dialogue on Structural Funds         

Observer network: Stakeholders’ Platform of Atlantic Strategy. 
Project support for member cities. Collaboration with the 
assistance mechanism         

Observers: Monitoring Committee of the Atlantic Area Programe         

Observer network: Stakeholders’ Platform Smart Cities. Project 
support for member cities.          

European Year of development: Visibility of transoceanic twinning         

Observer network: Covenant of Mayors         

Preparation of the EU Presidency 2017 : United Kingdom         
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Actions 2015 2016 

Projects September-December January-April May-August September-December 

Support for applications in the URBACT programme  
(1st and 2nd phase)         

Support for applications in Northwest Europe programme         

Preparation projects Atlantic Area programme         

Support for Creative Europe applications         

Supporting candidates in Southwest Europe programme         

Monitoring European programmes         

Meeting and working groups September-December January-April May-August September-December 

XVI General Assembly : Final meeting ATBrand project         

Working Group Meeting European Urban Agenda         

Working Group Meeting Ports and Fishing         

Working group Creative Cities         

Executive Bureau 2016         

XVII General Assembly         

 


